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Abstract. Entailment of subtype constraints was introduced for constraint simplification
in subtype inference systems. Designing an efficient algorithm for subtype entailment
turned out to be surprisingly difficult. The situation was clarified by Rehof and Henglein
who proved entailment of structural subtype constraints tobe coNP-complete for simple
types and PSPACE-complete for recursive types. For entailment of non-structural
subtype constraints of both simple and recursive types theyproved PSPACE-hardness
and conjectured PSPACE-completeness but failed in finding acomplete algorithm. In
this paper, we investigate the source of complications and isolate a natural subproblem
of non-structural subtype entailment that we prove PSPACE-complete. We conjec-
ture (but this is left open) that the presented approach can be extended to the general case.
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1 Introduction

Subtyping is a natural concept in programming. This observation has motivated the
design of programming languages featuring a system for subtype inference [8, 11, 2,
6, 18]. Simplification of typings turned out to be the key issue in what concerns the
complexity of subtype inference systems [7, 19, 17]. Several authors proposed to sim-
plify typings based on algorithms forsubtype entailment, i.e. entailment ofsubtype
constraints[22, 16]. First approaches towards subtype entailment seemto presuppose
[22, 16] that the problem could be solved efficiently. But finding an efficient algorithm
for subtype entailment turned out to surprisingly difficult[9, 20, 10, 18]. And in fact,
it still remains open whether subtype entailment is decidable, even if restricted to an
inexpressive type languages. The most prominent open problem is the decidability of
entailment between non-structural subtype constraints.

Types. A simple type is finitetree built from a signature� of function symbols
(i.e. a ground term over�). A recursive type is an infinite tree over�. Most typically,� contains the constantsint and real and the binary function symbol� for pairing.
The type of a pair of integers, for instance, is the finite treeint�int. The signature�
typically also provides constants?and> for the least typeand thegreatest type.

Many further types are of interest for programming: contra-variant function types�!� 0, record typesff1:�1; : : : ; fn:�ng, intersection and union types, and polymorphic
types. These types fall out of the scope of the present paper.In order to keep subtype
entailment simple, we restrict ourself to types that are finite or infinite trees built from
a signature� � fint; real;�;?;>g.

Subtyping. When considering types as trees, subtyping becomes a partial order
on trees. A typical subtype relationship isint � real which states that every integer
can be used as a real (its relevance is discussed in depth in [12]). The former subtype
relationship inducesint�int � real�real which means that every pair of integers can
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Fig. 1. Structural versus non-structural subtyping

be used as a pair of reals. Both relationships arestructural in that they relate trees of
the same shape. Subtyping becomesnon-structuralin the presence of a least type?
or greatest type>, since?�� and��> hold for all types� . The difference between
structural and non-structural subtyping is illustrated inFigure 1.

Subtype Entailment. A subtype constraint is a logical description of types whose in-
terpretation is based on the subtype relation. We assume a set of type variablesranged
over byx; y; z. A subtype constraint is a conjunction of ordering constraintst�t0 be-
tween termst; t0 built from variables and function symbols in�. Subtype entailment
is the problem to decide whether an implication ! x�y is valid in the structure
of trees, i.e. whether j= x�y holds. Four cases are to be distinguished: either we
interpret over finite trees (simple types) or else over possibly infinite trees (recursive
types); either we considernon-structural subtypingwhere?;>2 � or elsestructural
subtypingwhere?;> 62 �. The differences between these cases can be illustrated at
the following example. x�y�y ^ x�x�y j= x�y
First, we consider structural subtyping with the signature� = fint; real;�g. For finite
trees, the left hand side is unsatisfiable and thus entailment holds. For infinite trees,
there exists a unique solution where bothx andy are mapped to the complete binary
tree�z:z�z; thus entailment holds again. Second, we consider non-structural subtyp-
ing with the signature� = f>;?; int; real;�g. There are many more solutions than
for structural subtyping. For instance, the variable assignment mappingx to?�(>�?)
andy to>�(?�>) is a solution ofx�y�y ^ x�x�y which contradicts entailment ofx�y for both finite and infinite trees.

Open Problem. Early algorithms for subtype entailment were incomplete [22, 16,
18]. The situation was clarified by Henglein and Rehof who determined the complexity
of structural subtype entailment: for simple types, it is coNP-complete [9] and for re-
cursive types it is PSPACE-complete [10]. However, the complexity of non-structural
subtype entailment remains open; it is at least PSPACE-hard, both, for finite and infi-
nite trees [20, 10]. It is even unknown whether non-structural subtype entailment is de-
cidable. Nevertheless, Rehof conjectures PSPACE-completeness (see Conjecture 9.4.5
of [20]).

Contribution. In this paper, we investigate the source of complications underlying
non-structural subtype entailment. To this purpose, we introduce an extension of finite
automata that we callP-automataand illustrate the relevance of P-automata to non-
structural subtype entailment at a sequence of examples. P-automata can recognize
nonregular and even non-context-free languages, as we show. This fact yields new
insights into the expressiveness of non-structural subtype entailment.

Based on the insight gained by P-automata, we isolate a fragment of non-structural
subtype constraints for which we prove decidability of entailment. We consider the



signaturef?;>;�g and both cases, finite and possibly infinite trees respectively. The
only restriction we require is that? and> are not supported syntactically, i.e. that
constraints such asz�>�z arenot cannot be written.

The algorithm we present is based on a polynomial time reduction to the univer-
sality problem of finite automata (which is PSPACE-complete). The idea is that more
general P-automata are not needed for entailment of the restricted language. Our al-
gorithm solves an entailment problem in PSPACE that was proved PSPACE-hard by
Rehof and Henglein [10]. Its correctness proof is technically involved; it shows why
nonregular sets of words – as recognized by P-automata – can be safely ignored.

Related Entailment Problems. Several entailment problems for constraint lan-
guages describing trees are considered in the literature. Two of them were shown
PSPACE-complete in [14, 15]. The common property of these PSPACE-complete en-
tailment problems is that entailment depends on propertiesof regular sets of words
in the constraint graph. In contrast, nonregular sets have to be taken into account for
non-structural subtype entailment.

In feature logics, several languages for describing feature trees (i.e. records types)
have been investigated for entailment. Entailment for equality constraints over feature
trees can be decided in quasi linear time [1, 21]. Ordering constraints over feature
trees [5, 4] can be considered as record subtype constraints. Entailment of ordering
constraints over feature trees can be solved in cubic time [13]. However, entailment
with existential quantification is PSPACE-complete again [14].

Entailment has also been considered for set constraints (i.e. constraints for union
and intersection types). Entailment of set constraints with intersection is proved
DEXPTIME-complete in [3] for an infinite signature. Entailment of atomic set
constraints [15] is proved PSPACE-complete in case of an infinite signature and
DEXPTIME-hard for a finite signature.

2 Non-Structural Subtype Constraints

We assume a signature� which provides function symbols denoted byf each of
which has a fixed arityar(f) � 0. We require that� contains the constants? and>,
i.e. ar(?) = ar(>) = 0. We also assume an infinite set of variables ranged over byx; y; z; u; v; w.

Paths and Trees.A path is a word of natural numbersn � 1 that we denote by�,o, %, or�. Theempty pathis denoted by" and the free-monoidconcatenationof paths� and�0 by juxtaposition��0, with the property that"� = �" = �. A prefixof a path� is a path�0 for which there exists a path�00 such that� = �0�00. A proper prefixof� is a prefix of� but not� itself. If �0 is a prefix of� then we write�0 � � and if�0
is a proper prefix of� then we write�0 < �. Theprefix closureof a set of path� is
denoted aspr(�), i.e. pr(�) = f� j exists�0 2 � : � � �0g and itsproper prefix
closurewith pr6=(�), i.e.pr6=(�) = f� j exists�0 2 � : � < �0g.

A tree � is a pair(D;L) whereD is a tree domain, i.e. a non-empty prefixed-
closed set of paths, andL : D ! � a (total) function determining the labels of� .
We denote the tree domain of a tree� by D� and its labeling function withL� . We
require that trees� arearity consistent: for all paths� 2 D� and natural numbersi:1 � i � ar(L� (�)) iff �i 2 D� . A tree isfinite if its tree domain is finite andinfinite



otherwise. We denote the set of all finite trees withTree�n� and the set of all trees with
Tree� .

Non-Structural Subtyping.Let�L be the least (reflexive) partial order on function
symbols of� which satisfies for allf 2 �:? �L f �L >
We definenon-structural subtypingas a partial order� on trees such that�1��2 holds
for trees�1; �2 iff for all paths� 2 D�1 \D�2 it holds thatL�1(�) �L L�2(�).

Let NS� be the structure with signature� [ f�g whose domain is the setTree�.
Function symbols in� are interpreted as tree constructors and the relation symbol �
as non-structural subtyping (which we also denote by�). The structureNS�n� is the
restriction ofNS� to the domain of finite treesTree�n� .

A term t is either a variable or a constructionf(t1; : : : ; tn) wheret1; : : : ; tn are
terms,f 2 �, andn = ar(f). Of course,?and>are terms since they are constants in�. A non-structural subtype constraintover� is a conjunction of ordering constraintst1�t2. We consider two cases for their interpretation, either thestructureNS� or the
structureNS�n� . We mostly use flattened constraints of the following form: ::= x=f(x1; : : : ; xn) j x�y j  ^  0 (f 2 �; ar(f) = n)
The omission of nested terms does not restrict the expressiveness of entailment. Terms
on the left hand side of an entailment judgment can be flattened by introducing new
variables for all subterms. Furthermore, j= t1�t2 is equivalent to ^ t1�x ^y�t2 j= x�y wherex; y are fresh variables.

Satisfiability and Entailment.Let � denote a first-order formula built from order-
ing constraints with the usual first-order connectives and let V(�) be the set offree
variables in �. We write�0 in � if there exists�00 such that� = �0 ^ �00 up to
associativity and commutativity of conjunction. Suppose thatA is a structure with sig-
nature� [ f�g. A solution of� in A is a variable assignment� into the domain ofA
such that� evaluates to true underA and�. We call� satisfiable inA if there exists
a solution for� in A. A formula� is valid in A if all variable assignments into the
domain ofA are solutions of�. A formula � entails�0 in A, written � j=A �0 if�! �0 is valid inA.

Restricted Language.Let�2 be the signaturef?;>;�g where� is a binary func-
tion symbol. Arestricted subtype constraints' has the form:' ::= u=u1�u2 j u1�u2 j '1 ^ '2
The following restrictions are crucial for entailment as wewill discuss later on: 1) The
constraintsx=? andx=> are excluded. 2) The signature�2 does not contain a unary
function symbol. Nevertheless, the restricted entailmentproblem is not trivial. It is not
difficult to see and proved by Rehof and Henglein [10] that entailment of the restricted
language can express universality of non-deterministic finite automata; thus:

Proposition 1 (Hardness). Non-structural subtype entailment for the restricted con-
straint language is PSPACE hard for both structuresNS�2 andNS�n�2 .



S0 if x 2 V( ) thenx�x in  
S1 if x�y in  andy�z in  thenx�z in  
S2 if x=f(x1; : : : ; xn) ^ x�y ^ y=f(y1; : : : ; yn) in  then

Vni=1 xi�yi in  
S3 notx=f1(x1; : : : ; xn) in  ; x�y in  ; y=f2(y1; : : : ; yn) in  ; andf1 6�L f2
S4 not

Vni=1 xi=f(: : : ; yi+1; : : :) ^ yi+1=xi+1 in  wheren � 1 andx1 = xn+1
Table 1.Closure and Clash-freeness Properties:S0-S3for NS� andS0-S4for NS�n�

We next recall a closure algorithm from [10] which decides the satisfiability of
(unrestricted) non-structural subtype constraints over an arbitrary signature�. In
Table 1, a set of propertiesS0-S4 is given. The properties forNS�n� andNS� differ
only in an additional occurs check for the case of finite trees(S4). Reflexivity and
transitivity of subtype are required by (S0) and (S1). The decomposition property of
subtyping is stated in (S2), and clash-freeness for labeling in (S3).

We call a (flattened) constraint closedit it satisfiesS0-S2. PropertiesS0-S2can
also be considered as a saturation algorithm which computestheclosureof a (flattened)
constraint in cubic time. A constraint is clash-freefor NS� it it satisfiesS3and
for NS�n� if it satisfiesS3-S4.

Proposition 2 (Satisfiability). A constraint is satisfiable inNS� (resp.NS�n� ) if its

closure is clash-free forNS� (resp.NS�n� ).

3 P-Automata

We now present the notion of aP-automatonon which we will base our analysis of
subtype entailment. A P-automaton is an extension of a finiteautomaton with a new
kind of edges. LetA = (A;Q; I; F;�) be a finite automaton withalphabetA, statesQ, initial statesI, final statesF , andtransition edges�. We writeA ` p ��! q for
statesp; q 2 Q and� 2 A� if the automatonA permits a transition fromp to q while
reading�. Thus,A recognizes the languageL(A) = f� 2 A� j A ` p ��! q; p 2I; q 2 Fg.
Definition 3. A P-automatonP is a pair(A; P ) consisting of a finite automatonA =(A;Q; I; F;�) and a set ofP-edgesP � Q � Q between the states ofA. The P-
automatonP recognizes the languageL(P) � A� given by:L(P) = L(A) [[f�(�%)�� j A ` p ��! q ��! r %�! s; (s; q)2P; p2I; r2Fg

A P-automaton recognizes all words in the
language of the underlying finite automaton. In
addition, it is permitted to use P-edges as"- p q r s" � � %
edges, except that the first usage of a P-edge determines the period of the remaining
word to be read (the period is�% in Definition 3). We draw P-edges as dashed lines.

Example 4. Consider the P-automaton with alphabetf1; 2g, statesfq; sg, initial and final stateq, edgesq 1�! s andq 2�! s and a sin-
gle P-edge(s; q). The automaton can loop by using its P-edge multiply,
but the first usage determines a period (the word1 or 2) of the remaining
word. Thus, the language recognized is1� [ 2� rather than(1 [ 2)�. qs"1 2



The length of a period fixed by a first usage of a P-edge needs notto be bounded
by the number of states of the P-automaton. This fact raises the following problem.

Lemma 5 (Failure of context-freeness).There exists a P-automaton whose lan-
guage is not context-free (and thus not regular).

Proof. We consider the P-automaton with alphabetf1; 2g, statesfq; r; sg, initial statesfqg, final statesfrg, transition edgesq "�! r,r 1�! r andr 2�! s and a single P-edge(r; q). This P-automaton
is depicted to the right. It recognizes the language

Sfpr(��) j � 21�2g. which is not context-free. Otherwise, the intersection with the
regular language1�21�21�2 would also be context-free. But this in-
tersection is the languagef1n21n21n2 j n � 0g which is clearly not
context-free.
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4 Path Constraints

We now introduce path constraints which express propertiesof subtrees at a given path.
Path constraints are fundamental in understanding entailment for many languages of
ordering constraints [9, 10, 20, 14, 13, 15].

If � is a tree and� 2 D� then we write�:� for thesubtree of� at �, i.e.D�:� =f�0 j ��0 2 D�g andL�:�(�0) = L� (��0) for all �0 2 D�:�. A subtree constraintx:�=y requires that the domain of the denotation ofx contains� and that its subtree
at path� is the denotation ofy.

Conditional path constraints of the first kind we use are of the form x?� �Ly?�. The question mark indicates conditionality depending on the existence of a
subtree. A path constraintx?� �L y?� is solved by a variable assignment� if�1 2 D�(x) and �2 2 D�(y) implies L�(x)(�1) �L L�(y)(�2). We freely omit
the conditionality?" since it" path does always exist. We also writex?� �L f in-
stead of9y(x?� �L y ^ y�f(>; : : : ;>)), and, symmetrically,f �L x?� instead of9y(f(?; : : : ;?)�y ^ y �L x?�).
Proposition 6 (Characterization of Entailment). For all u; v the following equiva-
lence is valid inNS�n : u�v $ ^fu?� �L v?� j � a pathg

We call a path� acontradiction path for j= x�y if and only if does not entailx?� �L y?�. In this terminology, Proposition 6 states that an entailment judgment j= x�y holds if and only if there exists no contradiction path for it.
We need further conditional path constraints of the formx?��pry, x�pry?o, andx?��pry?o which do not only restrictx andy at the paths� ando but also at their pre-

fixes. The semantics of these constraints is defined in Table 2. Note that the path con-
straintx?��pry entails9z(x:�=z ! z�y) but not vice versa. The reason isx?��pry
constrainsx even if x:� is not defined. For instance, the constraintx�f(y) entailsx?1�pry which – if x:1 is not defined – requiresx�?.

For a restricted signature, the semantics of conditional path constraints is much less
ad hoc than it might seem at first sight. This is shown by Lemma 8for the signature�n = f?;>; gg whereg is a function symbol withar(g) = n.



x?��pry $ x:��y _W�0<� x:�0�?x�pry?o $ x�y:o _Wo0<o>�y:o0x?��pry?o $ 9u(x?��pru ^ u�pry?o)
Table 2.Semantics of conditional path constraints

Lemma 7. For n � 1, signature�n = f?;>; gg, paths� 2 f1; : : : ; ng� and�0 < �:u?��prv ! u?�0 �L g and u�prv?� ! g �L v?�0 are valid inNS�n .

Lemma 8 (Subtree versus conditional path constraints).For n � 1, paths� 2f1; : : : ; ng� and variablesx; y the following equivalences hold in the structureNS�n :x?��pry $ 9z(x�z ^ z:�=y); x�pry?� $ 9z(z�y ^ z:�=x)u:�=v $ u?��prv ^ v�pru?�
Proof. We only prove the implication from the right to the left in thethird equivalence.
Assume thatu?��prv ^ v�pru?�. For arbitrary�0 < �, Lemma 7 proves the validity
of u?�0 �L g andg �L u?�0. Thus,u:� must be defined, and hence,u:� = v.

Lemma 9 (Strange loops raising P-edges).For all variable u; v, all paths� < �,
andk � 0 the following implication is valid inNS�n for all k � 0:u?��prv ^ u�prv?� ! u?�k� �L v?�k�
Proof. By induction onk. Let k = 0. Since� < �, Lemma 7 proves thatu?��prv ^u�prv?� entailsu?� �L g ^ g �L v?� which in turn validatesu?� �L v?�. Supposek > 0 and thatu?��prv ^ u�prv?� is valid. By definition,u?��prv $ u:��v _W%<� u:%�? andv�prv?� $ u�v:� _ W%<�>�u:% hold. If there exists% < �
such thatu:%�? or >�u:% then u:%�v:% is entailed for some prefix of�. In this
case,u?�k� �L v?�k� follows from Proposition 6. Otherwise,u:��v ^ u�v:� is
valid. Let u0; v0 be such thatu0 = u:� andv0 = u:�. Thus,u0�v ^ v:�=v0 holds
and entailsu0?��prv0 by Lemma 8. Symmetrically,u0�prv0?� is entailed, too. The
induction hypothesis yieldsu0?�k�1� �L v0?�k�1� and thusu?�k� �L v?�k�.

5 Entailment and P-Automata

We continue with the signature�n = f?;>; gg wherear(g) = n. We fix two vari-
ablesx; y globally and consider a constraint with x; y 2 V( ). In Table 3, we define
a finite automatonA and a P-automatonP = (A ; P ) for the judgment j= x�y.
Note thatA and thusP depend on our global variablesx andy.

The idea is that the P-automatonP recognizes allsafepaths, i.e those paths that
are not contradiction paths for j= x�y. In fact, the definition ofP does not always
achieve this goal. This is not a problem for the purpose of this paper since our theory
will be based exclusively on the regular approximation ofP provided by the finite
automatonA . Even though the construction rules given in Table 3 apply without
further restriction to , an automatonP may well be useless if is not closed and
clash-free, or contains? and>.



Signature �n = f?;>; gg ar(g) = nAlphabet An = f1; : : : ; ngStates Q = f(u; v) j u; v 2 V( )gIntial States Ixy = f(x; y)gInrease (u; v) "�! (u0; v) 2 � if u�u0 in  Derease (u; v) "�! (u; v0) 2 � if v0�v in  Deomposition (u; v) i�! (ui; vi) 2 � (u; v) 2 F �
if

(u=g(u1; : : : ; un) in  ;v=g(v1; : : : ; vn) in  ;
and i 2 AnEquality (u; u) i�! (u; u) 2 � (u; u) 2 F �

if i 2 AnP�Edges ((u; v); (v; u)) 2 P if u; v 2 V( )
Table 3.The finite automatonA = (An; Q ; Ixy; F ; � ) and P-automaton(A ; P ) for  j= x�y

Given a constraint over the signature�n, the automataP andA constructed
in Table 3 recognize words over the alphabetf1; : : : ; ng. Its states are pairs of variables(u; v) in V( ). The initial state is(x; y), i.e. the pair of variables for which entailment
is tested. Ordering constraintsu�v correspond to"-transitions in the rulesIncrease
andDecrease. TheDecompositionrule permits transitions that read a natural numberi 2 An and descend to thei-th child, in parallel for both variables in a state. States
to which decomposition applies are final. TheEquality rule requires that states(u; u)
are final and permitted to loop into itself. The automatonP featuresP-Edgesfor
switching the two variables in a state.

Proposition 10 (Soundness).Given a constraint with x; y 2 V( ) and signature�n wheren � 1, no word recognized by the P-automatonP is a contradiction path
for  j=x�y.

Proof. We first show that� 2 L(A ) implies entailment j= x?� �L y?� to hold.
Clearly, ifA ` (u; v) ��! (u0; v0) then entailsu?��pru0 andv0�prv?�. If � 2L(A ) due to a transitionA' ` (x; y) ��! (u; v) 2 F which ends in a final state(u; v) created by theDecompositionrule, then�i 2 L(A ) for all i 2 An. Thus, 
entailsx?�i�pru andv�pry?�i for some variablesu; v which in turn entailsx?� �Ly?� (Lemma 7). If� 2 L(A ) because a transitionA' ` (x; y) ��! (u; u) 2 F 
ends in a final state(u; u) contributed theEquality rule then entailsx?��pry?� and
thusx?� �L y?�.

It remains to verify that P-edges cannot contribute a contradiction path. If a path
is contributed by a P-edge toL(P ) then it has the form�(�%)k� such thatA `(x; y) ��! (u; v) ���! (v; u) for someu; v 2 V( ) (see Definition 3 and theP-Edges
rule in Table 3). FromA ` (u; v) ���! (v; u) it follows that entailsu?�%�prv ^u�prv?�%. Thus, Lemma 9 on strange loops implies that entailsu?(�%)k� �Lv?(�%)k�. SinceA ` (x; y) ��! (u; v) it follows that  entailsx?�(�%)k� �Ly?�(�%)k�, too.

Example 11.For the signature�2 the judgment'2: x�y�y ^ x�x�y j= x�y does
not hold ifx andy are distinct variables. Entailment is contradicted by the solution of



x�y�y ^ x�x�y 6j= x�y
Entailment can be
contradicted at paths12; 21; : : : x yy x
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Fig. 2. The finite automaton and P-automaton for Example 11 and theirlanguagesx�g(y) ^ g(x)�y j= x�y
Entailment holds.
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Fig. 3. The finite automaton and P-automaton for Example 12 and theirlanguages'2 which mapsx to?�(>�?) andy to>�(?�>). The P-automatonP'2 illustrated
in Figure 2 explains what happens. The finite automatonA'2 recognizes the languagef"g only butP'2 has an additional P-edge from(y; x) to (x; y) by which it can also
recognize the words in1+[2+. Since P-edges are not normal"-edges, the P-automaton
does not recognize the words12 nor 21 which are in fact contradiction paths.

In Figures 2 and 3, we depict the language recognized by an P-automaton over
the alphabetf1; : : : ; ng as an n-ary tree: a word recognized by the underlying finite
automaton corresponds to a node labeled byx, a word recognized by the additional
P-edges only is indicated by a node labeled withs (for strange loop). All other words
correspond to a node labeled with (for contradiction).

Example 12.For the signature�1 = f?;>; gg with ar(g) = 1 the entailment judg-
ment'1 : x�g(y) ^ g(x)�y j= x�y holds. This might seem surprising since the
only difference to Example 11 seems to be the choice of a unaryversus a binary func-
tion symbol. The situation is again clarified when considering the P-automaton. The
automatonP'1 is given in Figure 3. In contrast toP'2 in Figure 2, the alphabet ofP'1 is the singletonf1g. Thus, its languageL(P'1) = f1g� is universal. Hence, there
cannot be any contradiction path for'1 j= x�y, i.e. entailment holds.

Examples 11 and 12 illustrate that P-edges have less effect on entailment in ab-
sence of unary function symbols. In fact, we show in this paper that P-edges do not
have any effect on entailment for the restricted language. Even more importantly, this
property depends on the restriction that constraintsu=? or u=> are not supported.



The context freeness failure for languages of P-automata has a
counterpart for non-structural subtype entailment, even for the re-
stricted language. This is illustrated by the judgment:'3 : x�u ^v�y ^ u=u�y ^ v=v�x j= x�y. The languageL(P'3) is not
context-free sinceP'3 is exactly the P-automaton considered in the
proof of Lemma 5. On the other hand side, the non-context freepart
of L(P'3) does not force entailment to hold.
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6 Deciding Entailment in PSPACE

We now show how to decide entailment for the restricted entailment problem with
signature�2. Our algorithm requires polynomial space and applies to both structures
NS�2 or NS�n�2 respectively. The only difference is hidden in the satisfiability test used.
Let NSbe either of the two structures.

Proposition 13 (Characterization). Let ' be a closed (restricted) constraint withx; y 2 V(') which is clash-free with respect toNS. Then the entailment judgment' j= x�y holds inNS if and only if the setL(A') is universal, i.e.L(A') = f1; 2g�.

Proof. If L(A') = f1; 2g� then no contradiction path for' j= x�y exists (Proposi-
tion 10) and hence' j= x�y holds (Proposition 6). Proving the converse (complete-
ness) is much more involved. This proof is sketched in Section 8.

Theorem 14 (Decidability and Complexity). Non-structural subtype entailment in
the restricted language is PSPACE-complete for both structuresNS�2 andNS�n�2 .
Proof. Proposition 1 claims that entailment is PSPACE-hard. For deciding' j= x�y,
we compute the closure of' in polynomial time and check whether it is clash-free
with respect toNS�2 or NS�n�2 respectively (Proposition 2). For closed and clash-free', entailment holds if and only ifL(A') is universal (Proposition 13). This can be
checked in PSPACE sinceA' is a finite automaton which can be constructed from'
in (deterministic) polynomial time.

7 Completeness Proof

We prove the completeness of the characterization of entailment in Proposition 13.
For a constraint' of the restricted language, the idea is that we can freely extend
the P-automaton(A'; P') with additional P-edges without affecting universality. This
motives to consideration of a languageTrace' which is recognized by the P-automaton(A'; Q'�Q') whereQ' is the set of all states ofA'.

Definition 15. We define the setBase' of basesandTrace' of tracesof ' j= x�y by:

Base' = f� j 9u; v : A' ` (x; y) ��! (u; v)g
Trace' = Sfpr(o��) j o� 2 Base'g

Lemma 16. The setpr6=(Base') is equal to the setL(A').



 ` x?"�pry if x�y in   ` x?�i�pry if  ` x?��prz andz=f(z1; : : : zi : : : ; zn); zi�y in   ` x�pry?" if x�y in   ` x�pry?�i if  ` z�pry?� andz=f(z1; : : : zi : : : ; zn); x�zi in   ` x?��pry?�0 if 9z :  ` x?��prz and ` z�pry?�0
Table 4.Syntactic Support

Proof. Showing that" 2 L(A') implies" 2 pr6=(Base') is left to the reader. If�i 2L(A') thenA' ` (x; y) �i�! (u; v) for some (final) state(u; v). Thus,�i 2 Base, i.e.� 2 pr6=(Base'). For the converse, assume� 2 pr6=(Base'). Hence,�i 2 Base' for

somei. There exists transitionsA' ` (x; y) ��! (u; v) i�! (u0; v0) with a final step
done by theDecompositionrule in Table 3. Thus,(u; v) 2 F', i.e.� 2 L(A').

Lemma 16 implies thatL(P') � Trace'. The next proposition states that ifL(A')
is not universal then neitherTrace' norL(P') are universal.

Proposition 17 (Escape).If � =2 L(A') then there is a path% =2 Trace' with � � %.

Proof. We assume� =2 L(A') and define% := �1j�j2 wherej�j denotes the length
of � and1n a word which consists of exactlyn letters1. We prove% 62 Trace' by
contradiction. Suppose that% 2 Trace'. By definition there exists pathso; � such thato� 2 Base' and% 2 pr(o��). Hence� 2 pr(o��) such that either� < o� or o���.
It it not possible that� < o� since otherwise,� 2 pr6=(o�) � pr6=(Base') which
by Lemma 16 contradicts� =2 L(A'). Henceo��� such that� = o��0 for some
path�0. In combination with% = �1j�j2 2 pr(o��) this yields�01j�j2 2 pr(��).
Furthermore,j�j � jo�j � j�j. The key point comes now:�01j�j2 2 pr(��) andj�j � j�j imply � 2 1� which is impossible since� must contain the letter2. Hence,% =2 Trace'.

Lemma 18 (Contradiction). Let ' be closed and clash-free,o 62 L(A'), and % =2
Trace': if o�% then% is a contradiction path for' j= x�y in NS.

Proof of Proposition 13 continued (Completeness).If L(A') is not universal then
there exists a patho�% such thato 62 L(A') and% 62 Trace' according to the Escape
Proposition 17. By Lemma 18, there exists a contradiction path which proves that
entailment' j= x�y cannot hold.

8 Proof of the Contradiction Lemma

In a first step, we refine the contradiction Lemma 18 into Lemma21. This requires
a notion ofsyntactic supportthat is given in Table 4. If� is a path constraint then
the judgment' ` � reads as ‘' supports� syntactically’. Syntactic support for'
refines judgments performed by the finite automatonA'. For instance, it holds for a
closed and clash-free constraint' that' ` x?��pry?� iff A' ` (x; y) ��! (u; u).
Judgments like' ` x?��pry or ' ` x?��pry?�0 cannot be expressed byA'.



Lemma 19. For all path constraints� if ' ` � then' j= � holds.

Definition 20. We define two functionsl' andr' for the judgment' j= x�y.

l'(�) = maxf� j ��� ^ 9u:' ` x?�1�prug (left)
r'(�) = maxf� j ��� ^ 9v:' ` v�pry?�1g (right)

Note that ifl'(�) � r'(�) thenl'(�) is the maximal prefix of� in L(A'). Sym-
metrically, if r'(�) � l'(�) thenr'(�) is the maximal prefix of� in L(A').
Lemma 21 (Contradiction refined). Let' be a closed and clash-free constraint ando�% paths such thato 62 L(A') and% =2 Trace'.

1. if l'(%) � r'(%) then' ^ x:%=> ^ y:%=L� is satisfiable.
2. if l'(%) > r'(%) then' ^ x:%=� ^ y:%=L? is satisfiable.

Trivially, Lemma 21 subsumes the contradiction Lemma 18. The proof of Lemma
21 captures the rest of this section. Since both of its cases are symmetric we restrict our-
self to the first one. We assume that' is closed and clash-free and satisfiesx; y 2 V(').
Given a fresh variableu we define a constraints('; %) that is satisfaction equivalent to' ^ x:%=u ^ y:%=L� and in addition closed and clash-free.

Definition 22. We call a setD � f1; 2g� domain closedif D is prefixed-closed and
satisfies the following property for all� 2 f1; 2g�: �1 2 D iff �2 2 D. Thedomain
closuredc(D) is the least domain closed set containingD.

Definition 23 (Saturation). Let ' be a constraint,x; y 2 V('), and% 2 f1; 2g�.
For everyz 2 fx; yg and� 2 dc(f%1; %2g) let qz� be a fresh variable andW('; %) the
collection of these fresh variables. The saturations('; %) of ' at path% is the constraint
of minimal size satisfying properties a-f:

a. ' in s('; %)
b. for all qz� 2 W('; %) : qz�=qz�1�qz�2 in s('; %) if � < %
c. qy%=qy%1�qy%2 in s('; %)
d. for all qz� 2 W('; %); u 2 V(') : qz��u in s('; %) if ' ` z?��pru
e. for allqz� 2 W('; %); u 2 V(') : u�qz� in s('; %) if ' ` u�prz?�
f. for all qzo�;qz0o0� 2 W('; %) : qzo��qz0o0� in s('; %) if ' ` z?o�prz0?o0

Lemma 24. If ' is closed and clash-free thens('; %) is also closed and clash-free.

Lemma 24 would go wrong for unrestricted constraints containing ? or >. Its
proof is not difficult but tedious since it requires a lot of case distinctions. We omit it
for lack of space. Instead we note the following lemma which despite of its simplicity
will turn out to be essential.

Lemma 25. Let� ando be paths with��o�. If o6=" then� 2 pr(o�).
The proof of Lemma 25 is simple and thus omitted. We can now approach the final

step in which we show thats('; %) ^ qx%=> is also closed and clash-free. Closedness
follows trivially from Lemma 24 but clash-freeness requires work. The only clash rule



x�y�y ^z�y�y ^z�>�z ) j= x�y
Entailment holds.
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Fig. 4.An example for the general case

which might possibly apply is S3. Since? does not occur ins('; %), S3 can only be
applied withqx%=> and>6�L�, i.e. if there arew;w1; w2 2 V(s('; %)) such that:w=w1�w2 in s('; %) andqx%�w in s('; %)
We have to distinguish all possible choices ofw 2 V(s('; %)) but restrict ourself to the
more interesting cases wherew 2 W('; %). In this case,qx%�w was added tos('; %)
by rule f in Definition 23. Sincew=w1�w2 in s('; %) andw 2 W('; %) it follows thatw = qy%, orw = qz� for some� < % andz 2 fx; yg.
1. Casew = qy%: Rule f requires' ` x?��pry?� for some prefix��%. This is equiv-

alent toA' ` (x; y) ��! (u; u) for someu. TheEquality rule in the automaton

construction yieldsA' ` (x; y) %�! (u; u). Thus,% 2 L(A') which contradicts% =2 Trace'.
2. Casew = qz� where � < % and z 2 fx; yg: Rule f requires the existence of�; %0; �0 such that' ` x?%0�prz?�0 where% = %0� and� = �0�. From� < % it

follows that�0� < %0� and thus�0 < %0. Let o 6= " be such that�0o = %0. Thus,�0� < �0o� which in turn yields� < o�. The key point comes now. We can apply
Lemma 25 in order to deduce� 2 pr(o�). Hence% = %0� = �0o� 2 �0opr(o�) �
pr(�0o�). Since' ` x?%0�prz?�0 there existsu such that' ` x?%0�pru; together

with our assumptionl'(%) � r'(%) it follows thatA' ` (x; y) %0�! (u; v) for
someu; v. Hence,%0 2 Base', i.e.�0o 2 Base'. Combined with% 2 pr(�0o�), we
obtain% 2 Trace' in contradiction to our assumption.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We have solved the problem of non-structural subtype entailment over the signaturef?;>;�g for the restricted language where? and> are not supported syntactically.
We have proved PSPACE-completeness both for simple and recursive types. We have
presented the notion of a P-automaton and illustrated its importance for understanding
non-structural subtype entailment. Because of its P-edgesa P-automaton can recognize
non context-free languages. In what concerns non-structural subtype entailment for the
restricted language, we have proved that non regularity canbe safely ignored.



We believe that our methods can be extended to the full problem of non-structural
subtype entailment. However, the full problem may well turnout to be more complex
then PSPACE-complete. More research is needed to answer this question finally. The
main problem in the general case is that we have to take P-edges into account. This is
illustrated by the following example:'4: x�y�y ^ z�y�y ^ z�>�z j= x�y
Entailment holds even though the language of finite automaton for'4 given in Figure 4
is not universal. The construction rules for this automatonare more involved than in
Table 3 since>has to be accounted for. A P-edge from(x; y) to (y; z) has to be added
even though only one of the two variables is switched.
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